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SEMANTIC FEATURES OF NOUN PHRASES:  

Maximality, Familiarity, Genericity, Specificity, and Partitivity 

 

1. Introduction 

Our discussion in this unit and the next is about a set of semantic properties of noun phrases -- 

maximality, familiarity, genericity, specificity and partitivity -- all of which are interpretive 

notions relevant to the use of articles in languages. This unit presents these features, and the next 

examines the realisation of these properties in languages that lack articles. 

 

2. [MAXIMALITY] and [FAMILIARITY] 

It is standard to assume that for languages with definite and indefinite articles, whatthe article 

does is create an argument out of a predicate. The word ‘cat’ denotes what is ‘true of all cats’; 

the addition of an article makes the noun phrase refer to an individual – if the definite article is 

used then the reference will be to a particular cat, but if an indefinite article is used, the reference 

is to any one individual that satisfies the property denoted by the predicate cat. In this way, it can 

be said that it is articles that anchor linguistic entities to the real world. 

 

So what do articles exactly mean? Taking the case of the definite article first, the proposals of 

Russell (1905) have been extremely influential. Russell proposed that the one feature that 

distinguishes the from a/an is the existence of one and only one entity meeting the descriptive 

content of the NP. While the use of an indefinite description in a positive declarative sentence 

merely asserts existence of an entity meeting the description, use of a definite description asserts 

its uniqueness in that regard. Example (1a) can be paraphrased as (1b), (1c) as(1d): 

 

(1) English articles 

a. I met an owner of Priya cinema.   

b. There is at least one owner of Priya cinema whom I met. 

c.  I met the owner of Priya cinema. 
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d. There is one and only one owner of Priya cinema, and I met that individual. 

 

On Russell’s analysis, both definite and indefinite descriptions are quantificational expressions 

(like explicitly quantified NPs, such as every apple, no unwanted visitors),with the meaning of 

the definite article lying in its demand for a referent that is uniquely identifiable to the hearer. 

This meaning is most salient in examples like (2), where a contrastive stress on the definite 

article brings out the sense of uniqueness: 

 

(1) English articles 

a. I met THE owner of Priya cinema, not an owner.   

 

The Russellian characterisation of uniqueness has been adopted in contemporary linguistic 

semantics, but with an extension to cover the case of plurals. In contemporary discussions, e.g. 

Kadmon (1990), the proper definition of the uniqueness meaning is in terms of maximality, an 

entity that includes all others. In Kadmon’s (1990) words: “definite noun phrases refer to a 

unique set which is the maximal entity of things which fit their descriptive content”. Indefinites 

differ from definites in not requiring maximality; rather an indefinite just picks out some entity 

from the domain (and asserts its existence), while definites takes a set of entities and returns the 

unique maximal entity in that set. 

 

To grasp this distinction, consider the examples in (3) and (4). Examples (3a-b)) are both 

semantically well formed, however, the examples in (4) are anomalous (denoted by #) and can 

only be interpreted as a contradictory statement.  

 

(3)  English indefinites 

a. A dog is eating but a dog is not. 

b. Some dogs are eating but some dogs are not. 
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(4)  English definites 

a. #The dog is eating but the dog is not. 

b. #The dogs are sleeping but the dogs are not. 

 

This is because the meaning of the indefinite article allows us to pick out two distinct referents 

for the phrases a dog/some dog, but the meaning of the does not, i.e. the use of the implies that 

there has to be a unique (maximal) dog in the context, and an assertion that that entity is both 

doing X and not doing X amounts to interpretation as a contradiction. 

 

As an aside, note that the only way to repair (4a,b) is to use demonstratives instead of the definite 

articles, e.g., This dog is eating but this dog is sleeping. This suggests that demonstratives not 

only do not have the same meanings as definite articles in the language, their meaning is more 

akin to the indefinite article. Pronouns, on the other hand, behave exactly like definite articles, in 

that they are always used maximally.  

A unique/maximal noun phrase always has the property of escaping the scope of negation, i.e. 

having wide scope. Take example (5a) (from Gillon 2015), which can only mean (5a) andnot 

(5b), i.e. narrow scope. Put informally, sentence (5a) can only be uttered when the speaker has 

the belief that there exists a unique ghost. 

 

(5) English definites and scope 

a. I didn’t see the ghost 

b = there is a unique/maximal ghost such that I didn’t see it  (wide scope) 

c. ≠ I didn’t see any ghosts      (narrow scope) 

 

Indefinites, that is non-maximal noun phrases, may however either take wide or narrow scope 

with respect to negation. Sentence (6) can be uttered both when the speaker believes that a ghost 

exists or when (s)he does not.  
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(6) English indefinites and scope 

a. I didn’t see a ghost  

b = there is a ghost that I didn’t see     (widescope) 

c. I didn’t see any ghosts      (narrow scope) 

 

However, as Christopherson (1939) and Heim (1988) have pointed out, an exclusively 

maximality-basedanalysisof the distribution of (in)definite articles does not explain all their uses. 

Consider (6a) and its possible continuations in the discourse in (6b,c): 

 

(6)  English (in)definites 

a. A dog was barking. 

b. …#A dog had no tail. 

c. ... The dog had no tail 

 

In the context provided by (6a), why is it impossible to use the indefinite article to refer to the 

same entity in the discourse, and why must the definite article be used? This usage does not 

follow from the maximality entailments of the definite articles, as there is no claim that there are 

no other dogs in the context. After all, there is no claim implicit in this fragment that there is 

only one dog in the context. Rather, Christopherson and Heim argue that the uses of the articles 

in (6) are governed by discourse considerations of novelty and familiarity: while indefinite 

articles introduce a new referent into the discourse, definite articles instruct the hearer to refer 

back to one that has already been introduced in the discourse. In other words, the definite article 

presupposes the existence of a referent, while the indefinite article introduces one.  

 

Although there is considerable discussion in the literature as to whether maximality or familiarity 

are independent or related properties, we shall not concern ourselves with that debate at this 

basic level of description. We shall instead treat the two as distinct (binary) semantic features, 

[±MAX(IMAL)]and [±FAM(ILIAR)], with the usual assumption that the features may bundle 
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together in feature geometries. Thus, the English articles would be captured by the geometries in 

(7): 

 

(7)  The feature geometries of English articles 

a. the:  [+MAX, +FAM] 

b. a:  [-MAX, -FAM] 

 

It should be noted however that the two features need not necessarily compose into 

geometries,and also need not be represented by the same morpheme. Given the observations 

above, the English demonstratives would turn out to be [-MAX, +FAM]. Pronouns, on the other 

hand, would be [+MAX, +FAM]. 

 

Describing definiteness in terms of the semantic features [MAXIMALITY] and 

[FAMILIARITY] allows us to look for these features in languages that lack articles completely 

or lack either a definite or indefinite one. Many South Asian languages lack the definite article in 

particular, and use bare nouns, classifiers, and/or demonstratives to express the two notions.We 

will discuss these issues in the next unit. 

 

3. [GENERICITY]  

Generic reference is the term commonly used to describe noun-phrase reference in sentences that 

express generalizations, and is usually understood as making reference to kinds of things.  

The examples in (8) show that in English, generic reference can be effected by the use of three 

types of noun phrases: definite singulars (8a), indefinite singulars (8b), and bare plurals (8e). 

Definite plurals lack generic readings: the only reading available to (8d) is that some salient 

humming-birds (e.g., the ones in our garden) are birds. In other words they refer to 

entities/objects in the real world cannot be a statement about hummingbirds in general. Finally, 

bare singular count nouns (8c) are ungrammatical in English, on any interpretation. 
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(8)  English generic reference 

a.  The hummingbird is a bird.   

b.  A hummingbird is a bird.   

c.  *Hummingbird is a bird.   

d.  #The hummingbirds are birds.  

e.  Hummingbirds are birds.  

 

These generic readings have been argued to result from more than one semantic mechanism. As 

discussed in Krifka et al. (1995), there are two types of genericity. The first is genericity at the 

NP/DP level, which arises become some NPs/DPs can denote kinds. As shown in (9), kind 

readings are available to English definite singulars and bare plurals in such contexts, but not to 

indefinite singulars or definite plurals. 

 

(9)  NP-level genericity in English 

a.  The dodo bird is extinct.  

b.  #A dodo bird is extinct.  

c.  Dodo birds are extinct.  

d. #The dodo birds are extinct  

 

The second type of genericity arises at the sentence level, i.e. by the use of a noun phrase ina 

characterizing sentence that expressesa generalisation. As the examples in (10) show, all types of 

noun phrases barring definite plurals can receive a generic interpretation in such contexts. 

 

(10)  Sentence-level genericity in English 

a.  The brown bear is (typically) dangerous.  

b.  A brown bear is (typically) dangerous.  

c.  Brown bears are (typically) dangerous.  

d.  #The brown bears are (typically) dangerous. 
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Sentence-level genericity is crucially sensitive to a variety of sentential factors. In all such cases, 

the generic force is due to some sentence-level generic operator, typically embodied by habitual 

aspect, but also by adverbials\adjectives like usual(ly), typical(ly), etc.. Equally crucial the type 

of predicate, as it is that which determines which interpretation the noun phrase gets. For 

example, with kind-level predicates, i.e. those that select for kind-level arguments such as invent, 

berare, be widespread, be extinct, etc. In all such cases, as (9) illustrates, only definite bare 

plural noun phrases may be used.  

 

A second type of predicate that triggers sentence-level genericity are individual-level predicates, 

that is predicates that refer to permanent states of affairs, such as knowing French, being 

intelligent, being tall, being dangerous, etc. In English, as (10) shows, bare plurals, indefinite 

singulars and singularused with an individual-level predicate will only get a generic 

interpretation.  

 

The semantics literature of the past few decades abounds with theoretical proposals as to why the 

English articles show the patterns they do, but that discussion need not detain us. What is 

relevant to our discussion is that both with reference to NP and sentence level genericity, noun 

phrase phrases encode the feature of [GEN(ERIC)] through lexical expression, and that noun 

phrases may encode exclusively reference to kinds, which we shall consider to be the 

independent feature [K(I)ND].In Unit 11, we shall show that that there is evidence that both 

these features have a role to play in the description of the noun phrase syntax of the languages of 

South Asia. 

 

4. [SPECIFICITY]  

While the descriptive and the theoretical literature in linguistics abounds with the use of the terms 

“specific interpretation”, “specificity” etc., there is surprisingly little consensus on what the term 

denotes. Intuitively speaking, what is signified by the term is embodied in the use of the phrase “a 
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certain X”, as in I met with a certain student of mine today. Phrases of this type are called specific 

indefinites, as the NP here is indefinite (it does not have wide scope). It is also novel, but forthe hearer 

alone, as the speaker clearly knows who the student is. It is in this latter point that the distinction 

between specificity and familiarity lies – while the discourse referents of [FAM] noun phrases are known 

to both the speaker and the hearer, the referents of specific items are known to only the speakers. 

 

von Heusinger (2011), however, argues that a definition of specificity merely in these terms is 

insufficient. Pointing out that in the sentence According to Freud, every man unconsciously wants to 

marry a certain woman – his mother, the speaker in fact does not have one particular referent for a 

certain woman in mind, von Heusinger argues that the correct definition of specificity should be one 

that establishes a referential dependency between the specific NP through the concept of co-

variation.The denotation of the specific indefinite a certain woman, von Heusinger argues with the value 

of every man, and every time that value is fixed, the reference of the specific indefinite is fixed as well. 

In von Heusinger’s view, specificity is thus “a marker for an expression that is referentially anchored to 

another expression, rather than 'absolutely' related to the speaker of a sentence.” 

 

von Heusinger alsoillustrates the phenomenon from Turkish, where it is the accusative-case suffix that 

indicates the “specificity” of its noun. Turkish lacks a definite article altogether, but the use of the 

accusative case suffix gives the noun phrase a referentially anchored interpretation that is quite akin to 

a [FAM] reading. However, von Heusinger argues that this cannot beidentical to the [FAM] 

interpretation as non-maximalnoun phrases can also be marked as specific, i.e. known to the speaker. 

 

(11) Turkish specificity 

a.  (ben) kitap-ı  oku-du-m    (maximal, specific) 

 I book-ACC read-past-1SG 
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‘I read the book’ 

b.  (ben) bir kitap oku-du-m    (non-maximal) 

 I a book read-past-1SG 

‘I read the book’ 

b.  (ben) bir kitap-ı  oku-du-m   (non-maximal, specific) 

 I a book-ACC read-past-1SG 

‘I read a certain book’ 

 

Taking the above facts into account, von Heusinger defines a specific interpretation as one in which “the 

referent of a specific noun phrase is functionally linked to the speaker of the sentence or to another 

referential expression in the sentence.” We shall represent this feature as [±SP(ECIFI)C].This is in 

contrast to [FAM] noun phrases, which are functionally linked to both the speaker and the hearer and 

are not so referentially dependent.As we shall see in our discussion of Mizo in Unit 11, this feature is of 

importance in the description of noun phrase semantics in many South Asian languages.  

 

5. [PARTITIVITY] 

The partitive is a word (article), phrase, or case that indicates partialness. They can be of two 

semantictypes, basedon whether they involve a part of a whole (entity partitives) or a subset of a larger 

set (set partitives). We consider a partitive expression to have two parts: a partitive determiner (some 

quantifier or quantity expression) and the NP. In many languages, like English, the partitive determiner 

may be linked to the NP by some sort of adposition, e.g., two of the men. 
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Entity partitives usually contain mass nouns or singular count nouns, e.g., half of acookie, much of the 

cake, while set partitives require plural count nouns, as in three of the linguists, many of the cats. The 

ungrammaticality of the noun phrases one of a cookie’ follows from the impossibility of an entity being 

used with a set-partitive determiner. This is captured by de Hoop’s (1997) partitive constraint: Only NPs 

that can denote entities are allowed in entity partitives and only NPs that can denote sets of entities are 

allowed in set partitives. Further, set partitives are only able to refer to a proper subset of the set 

denoted by the NP (Barker ‘s 1996 proper partitivity) for the sentence I met one of John’s friends to be 

used felicitously, John must have at least two friends. This restriction follows from a general anti-

uniqueness constraint on partitives, by which they cannot refer to a unique individual or set of 

individuals. Proper partitivity is therefore a consequence of the need to satisfy anti-uniqueness.  

 

Partitive determiners may be exclusively set- or entity-denoting in character, or they may be ambiguous. 

While items like percentages, fractions, and much are exclusively entity denoting, and numeral 

expressions and many are exclusively set denoting, the quantifiers all, some, and most are ambiguous. 

For example, some can be used with entities and well as sets: some of the water, some of the linguists. 

 

As already noted, although a number of languages express the feature [P(ARTITI)VE] by articles 

(e.g. French), the expression of this feature can be made elsewhere in the grammar as well. 

Finnish, for example, expresses this feature through its Case-marking, through a special partitive 

Case. Example (12a) denotes that the butter that has been found is an open,unspecified quantity 

of butter, while (12b) shows that when the accusative case is used, the closed or total quantity of 

butter has been found. 

 

(12) Finnish partitive Case 

a.  löys-i-n          voi-ta. 

 find-PST-1SG butter-PVE 
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 ‘I found some butter.’ 

b.  löys-i-n           voi-n. 

 find- PST-1SG butter-ACC 

 ‘I found the butter.’ 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this unit, we explored six semantic features of nominals and noun phrases, namely 

[MAXIMALITY], [FAMILIARITY], [GENERICITY], [SPECIFICITY], and [PARTITIVITY]. 

As we have noted, these semantic features are expressed in the languages by articles, but they 

have a larger distribution crosslinguistically. In the next unit, we examine how these features are 

expressed in South Asian languages, almost all of which lack the definite article. 

 


